zodiac planets and their meaning

Planets in the Zodiac mean something different from what Astronomers explain them to be.
Before telescopes were created, the ancient Greeks only counted five planets which had been
visible to the naked eye Mercury, Mars, Venus, Jupiter and Saturn and actually excluded our
planet. The definition was later expanded during the medieval era to include other planets, such
as, the Sun and the Moon to make a total of 7 planets. Traditional astrologers believed that the
planets represent the basic drive of each and every individual with the Sun, the Moon, Mars,
Mercury and Venus deemed the "personal" planets with Jupiter and Saturn being perceived as
the "social" planets.

Each sign of the Zodiac possesses a ruling planet these include, Mercury which rules Virgo and
Gemini and the Sun which rules Leo. The Sun and the Moon are crucial sources of insight relating
to the psychology of the individual and are usually crucial for the understanding of birth charts and
are called Luminaries as a result of the fact that they are the brightest of planets. The Sun
represents the masculine part of the personality and the Moon the feminine.
Mercury represents a nervous nature and also means smarts and mental capabilities.
Considering the fact that he is the messenger of the gods, Mercury also symbolizes
communication. Venus rules Taurus and Libra and represents experts in the business of beauty.
She is connected with gentleness along with well being and bestows the presents of artistic
competencies for instance painting and music. Mars, the God of war, represents fire and energy
and provides dynamism and also aggression. http://www.apa.org/index.aspx
Jupiter stands for individuals in positions of power which include top religious clergy and fantastic
teachers. Because he is the biggest of the planets, Jupiter also represents wealth and
magnificence and generosity and passion. Saturn symbolizes individuals who are intelligent and
educated like scientists and older people. The Jupiter planet is also associated with austerity,
willpower and also a generally tough perspective. Uranus represents inventors but also the
eccentric individuals and individuals with a lot of zeal. Uranus stands for technology advances
and communication that uses new methods such as the media and also the Internet.
Neptunian people are mild dreamers who definitely are routinely giving and tremendously
generous. These people tend to be tremendously sensitive and also quick to understand the
delicate elements that surround them. They've got a well developed awareness of psychology and
have a notably acute understanding and affection of music. Pluto rules Scorpio and represents
violent and powerful folks like ruthless rulers. This planet also represents the occult and
everything that is hidden and unexplained.

